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worldfr).The TV release of Doom Eternal has arrived. Developer Id Software has
released the first live gameplay trailer for the upcoming sequel to 2016's Id Tech

6-powered sequel, Doom. It should be noted that the video is in 4K resolution, and the
gameplay footage on display was captured using a 4K-equipped camera. Doom Eternal
is due out on PlayStation 4, Windows PC, and Xbox One on April 12. This year's Doom
reboot is once again a first-person shooter that follows the story of enemies known as

"Doom legions," who are attacking Earth from space. The video introduces new
enemies, including "Daemon Army" and a new "Wraith boss." The video also reveals

new multiplayer modes, including "Doomsday," the new cooperative deathmatch mode
that pits you, your friends, and fellow players against the new terrifying demons (and
their guardians). Here's the game's official synopsis: "The last surviving soldiers of the
U.S. Armed Forces, known as the Doomsayer Army, are your only hope in the end of

days. Collect weapons, armor, and gear to lead a ragtag group of human warriors in a
battle against legions of demons on Earth and beyond. The fate of humanity rests on

your shoulders, as the end of days draws near. Will you wage war against the
supernatural forces hell-bent on your demise? Or will the end come for humanity?"

Doom Eternal was originally announced at QuakeCon 2017 with a beta slated for late
2017, but it was delayed. Since then, the game has gone through several iteration

updates, including a large content update that introduced the beta multiplayer and,
more recently, a free day one update that added the Forge level editor and a number
of other new features. A recent rumor that Doom Eternal would be held back to 2019

had some worried that it was being sidetracked, but the developer responded by
saying that new content has been added, and that the game is still on track to release
this year. As for whether the game will make it to PS5, there's no solid evidence that

it's in the works. This year's Doom reboot is also apparently going to be the last game
in the Doom franchise, as announced at E3 2018. It's not clear 6d1f23a050
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